Radiation torque on a spherical birefringent particle in the long wave length limit: analytical calculation.
We present an analytical calculation of the radiation torque on a spherical birefringent particle illuminated by plane electromagnetic wave of arbitrary polarization mode and direction of propagation in the small particle limit. The calculation is based on the extended Mie theory and the Maxwell stress tensor formalism. It is found that, even in the small particle limit, the torque is not always normal to the external electric field for the linearly polarized light. For different incident directions and polarization modes of the incident light, the radiation torque tau may exhibit different types of power law dependence on the particle radius a, tau ~ a gamma, with the exponent gamma = 3, 5, and 6. In the presence of viscous drag, the extraordinary axis of the illuminated particle may be aligned by the optical torque with the incident electric field, the incident magnetic field, or, the incident wave vector, depending on the incident polarization mode and material birefringence of the particle.